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(57) Tho pair of radio communication apparatuses
of this invention on a transmitter side and a receiver side
conduct data transmission and receiving through radio
communication by a space diversity method where a
plurality of antennas are switched therebetween, where-
in the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter
side includes a transmission circuit for conducting data
transmission and a transmitting antenna switch circuit

for selecting a transmitting antenna among a plurality of
transmitting antennas for transmitting radio waves and
connecting the selected transmitting antenna to the
transmission circuit, and the radio communication ap-
paratus on the receiver side includes a receiving circuit
for conducting data receiving and a receiving antenna
switch circuit for selecting a receiving antenna among a
plurality of receiving antennas on the receiver side the
radio waves and connecting the selected receiving an-
tenna to the receiving circuit.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

s 1 . Field of the Invention:

The present invention relates to a radio communication apparatus which conducts radio data transmission bv a
space diversity method. 7

10 2. Description of the Related Art:

Radio communication apparatuses which conduct data transmission through radio communication are used for
various types of radio communication systems to realize communication between communication networks such asLANs (local area networks) and WANs (wide area networks), as well as between electronic notebooks, personal com-
puters, work stations, office processors, large-scale computers, POSs (point of sales systems). ECRs (electronic cash
registers), sequencers, and the like. In such radio communication apparatuses, a space diversity method is widely
employed where a plurality of antennas disposed at locations spatially different from one another are switched among
them depending on the radio wave conditions to reduce fading.

The space diversity method employed in conventional radio communication apparatuses only switches either re-
ceiving antennas on the receiver side (receiver space diversity) or transmitting antennas on the transmitter side (trans-
mitter space drversity). In the receiver space diversity method, receiving antennas are switched based on the receiving
conditions such as the level of received data and an occurrence of a receiving error detected on the receiver side to
ensure good receiving conditions. In the transmitter space diversity method, transmitting antennas are switched based
on whether or not a response has been sent from the receiver side and the like.

Howovcr, in indoor radio communication systoms such as a radio LAN, whore tho radio wavo environment is
especially complicate, the transmission route of radio waves obtained by switching antennas on only one of the receiver
and transmitter sides is too restrictive to obtain the effect of the space diversity sufficiently.

The conventional radio communication apparatuses has another drawback, which is described with reference to
Figure 14. Assume that a parent station 21 radio-communicates with four sub-stations 22 to 25 and only the parent
station 21 can switch its antennas, as shown in Figure 14. In this case, once the parent station 21 switches the antennas
in response to data transmission from the sub-station 22. for example, good receiving conditions can be maintained
in subsequent communication between the parent station 21 and the sub-station 22 without the need for the parent
station 21 to switch its antennas. Thus, the space diversity effectively works. However, when the parent station 21
receives data from any of the other sub-stations 23 to 25, it will have to switch the antennas with high probability to
obtain good receiving conditions for new data. In the case where the sub-stations 22 to 25 transmit data to the parent
station 21 one after another frequently, it becomes difficult for the parent station 21 to switch the antennas in obedience
to such frequent data transmission from the different sub-stations. In such a case, the effect of the space diversity
cannot be obtained sufficiently. This trouble will be overcome if the sub-stations 22 to 25 are also allowed to switch
their antennas. Then, the necessity for the parent station 21 to switch its antennas for each of the sub-stations 22 to40 25 will be reduced.
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706 Pair of rad'° communication apparatuses of this invention on a transmitter side and a receiver side conduct
transmission and receiving through radio communication by a space diversity method where a plurality of antennas

are switched therebetween, wherein the radiocommunication apparatus on the transmitter side includes a transmission
circuit for conducting data transmission and a transmitting antenna switch circuit for selecting a transmitting antennaamong a plurality of transmitting antennas for transmitting radio waves and connecting the selected transmitting an-
tenna to the transmission circuit, and the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side includes a receiving
circuit for conducting data receiving and a receiving antenna switch circuit for selecting a receiving antenna among a
plurality of receiving antennas on the receiver side the radio waves and connecting the selected receiving antenna to
the receiving circuit.

In ono embodiment of tho invontion. tho radio communication apparatus on the transmitter sido further includes
transmitting antenna switch means for executing an antenna switch processing with the transmitting antenna switch
circuit in accordance with a predetermined transmitting antenna switch procedure, and the radio communication ap-
paratus on the receiver side further includes receiving antenna switch means for executing an antenna switch process-
ing with the receiving antenna switch circuit in accordance with an independent receiving anlenna switch procedure
which is not synchronous with the antenna switch processing executed by the transmitting antenna switch means
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In another embodiment of the invention, the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side further includes
transmitting antenna switch means for executing an antenna switch processing by controlling whether or not the trans-
mitting antennas are switched by the transmitting antenna switch circuit and which transmitting antenna is selected in

accordance with an antenna switch procedure designed so that, when both the transmitting antenna switch circuit and
the receiving antenna switch circuit switch the transmitting antennas and the receiving antennas simultaneously or
either one of the transmitting antenna switch circuit and the receiving antenna switch circuit switches the transmitting
or receiving antennas and a switch count corresponding to the number of times of switching is equal to a product of
the number of transmitting antennas and the number of receiving antennas, all combinations of the transmitting an-
tennas and the receiving antennas realized by all of the switching are different from one another and the radio com-
munication apparatus on the receiver side further includes receiving antenna switch means for executing an antenna
switch processing by controlling whether or not the receiving antennas are switched by the receiving antenna switch
circuit and which receiving antenna is selected in accordance with the antenna switch processing.

In still another embodiment of the invention, each of the radio communication apparatuses on the transmitter side
and the receiver side further includes switch count means for counting the number of times of switching conducted by
both the transmitting antenna switch circuit and the receiving antenna switch circuit simultaneously or by one of the
antenna switch circuits, the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side further includes transmitting antenna
switch means for executing an antenna switch processing by allowing the transmitting antenna switch circuit to switch
the transmitting antennas in a predetermined order only when a remainder of the switch count counted by the switch
count means on the transmitter side divided by a predetermined transmission switch interval value, and the radio
communication apparatus on the receiver side further includes receiving antenna switch means for execuling an an-
tenna switch processing by allowing the receiving antenna switch circuit to switch the receiving antennas in a prede-
termined order only when a remainder of the switch count counted by the switch count means on the receiver side
divided by a predetermined receiving switch interval value.

In still another embodiment of the invention, the radio communicatbn apparatus on the transmitter side further
25 includes ro-transmission moans for transmitting data rcpoatcdly for a predetermined numbor of times, and the trans-

mitting antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing every time the data is transmitted, and the radio
communication apparatus on the receiver side further includes received data synthesizing means for selecting or syn-
thesizing effective received data from a plurality of received data every time data is received a plurality of number of
times, and the receiving antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing every time the data is received.

30
'n sti" another embodiment of the invention, the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side further

includes re-transmission means for retransmitting previously transmitted data when a response indicating detection of
a receiving error is received from the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side or a response indicating
success in receiving the data is not received, and the transmitting antenna switch means executes the antenna switch
processing when the re-transmission means re-transmits the transmitted data, and the radio communication apparatus

55 on the receiver side further includes receiving error detection means for detecting a receiving error of received data
and response means for sending a response to the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side through
radio communication when the receiving error detection means detects a receiving error or when the data has been
successfully received, and the receiving antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing every time
the receiving error detection means detects a receiving error.

40 In still another embodiment of the invention, the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further in-

cludes re-transmission receiving detection means for detecting that received data is re-transmitted data, and the re-
ceiving antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the re-transmission receiving detection
means detects that the received data is re-transmitted data, and the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter
side further includes re-transmission detection means for detecting that transmitted data has been successfully re-
ceived by re-transmission, and the transmitting antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when
the re-transmission detection means detects success in transmitting data by re-transmission.

In still another embodiment of the invention, the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further in-

cludes receiving level detection means for detecting a receiving level of received data and response means for sending
a response to the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side through radio communication when the re-
ceiving level detection means detects a low receiving level, and the receiving antenna switch means executes the
antenna switch processing when the receiving level detection means detects a low receiving level, and the transmitting
antenna switch means of the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side executes the antenna switch
processing when a response indicating detection of a low receiving level from the radio communication apparatus on
the receiver side is received.

55 ,n stil1 another embodiment of the invention, the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further in-

cludes source address memory means for storing an address of a transmitter of previously received data and antenna
switch withholding means for instructing the receiving antenna switch means to withhold the execution of the antenna
switch processing and instructing the response means to withhold the sending of the response to the transmitter side
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Thus, according to the present invention, not only the receiving antennas of the radio communication apparatuson the reaver s.de are swrtched by the receiving antenna switch circuit, but also the transmitting antennas olK*
radiocommun.cat.on apparatus on the transmitter side are also switched by the transmitting antenna swth drculing.y a variety of combmations of the transmitting and receiving antennas can be realized. corJJEJSSc^en-t.ona. space diversrty method where the antennas are switched on only one of the transmitter and ZZetWtMsincreases the possibi.ity of better transmission/recerving in a comp.icate radio wave circumslance

cirri
d
^communica,ion apparatus of the present invention is provided with both the transmitting antenna switchcircuit and the rece.v,ng antenna swrtch circuit to effect both transmission and receiving. Alternatively the rad!oSmun.cat.on apparatus on the transmitter side may be provided with only the transmitting antenna sSc" circurt Ze

nthT^
mmUniCat,

°,
n aPParatUS °n ,He r6CeiVer Side may be provided with on,V the rê 'ving antennaSd£?hvttMmtocommunication apparatus capable of conducting both transmission and receiving, the transmininaTnteTascan also be used as the receiving antennas. The same antenna switch circuit may be used as the transTZq an^nnaswrtch arcurt at the transmission of data and as the receding antenna switch circuit at the r^nglTSThe transmuting antenna switch means on the transmitter side and the receiving antenna switch means on the

o^edu?*LT eX6CUte amenna SW"Ch PrOCeSSin9 in accorda™> with predetermfned transm^ganZa swJchprocedure and receivmg antenna switch procedure, respective*, which are completely independent from eaS oTher

™ I J 1

COmb,nati0ns of the transmitting and receiving antennas can be selected eventual* atteahe ^osides repeat the antenna swi.ch processing independently even if the two sides cannot exchange inforrilion onT-tenna swrtching with each other, though some combination may appear more frequent* thanothe?LmbSo^ i,usa combination allowing for good data transmission can be obtained
"momaiions. inus,

Alternatively, the transmitting antenna switch means on the transmitter side and the receiving antenna switchmeans on the receiver s.de can execute the antenna switch processing in accordance with a predetermte anTnna

faTm's^lT^r^
91"' a" COmbinations- th° transmitting and receiving antennas in bo soZodEESfail. In some cases, the antenna swrtch processing may not actually be executed on one of the transmitter and receWsides ,n accordance w.th the antenna switch procedure. Also, the antenna switch procedure may indud steps

tZ"ZTt 9
, 1^T**" °n thS tranSmi,ter Side nor the receiver side at predetermined intervXThe antenna switch procedure can be designed so that the transmitting and receiving antennas can actually beswrtched only when the calculation result of the remainder of the switch count divided by^he swrtcTinTervaUal istfarflcal to a predetermined value, with such an antenna switch procedure, all the combinations of he7ansmLg

^^sszsjit^ wfthout ,ail on,y by ,he -°-ob betwe--—— -~
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f
an be retransmitted for a predetermined number of times, and the combination of the trans-mrtttng and receivng antennas can be changed every time the data is re-transmitted or every time the date fe re-transmitted a p uralrty of times. Thus, by realizing all the combination of the transmitting and relilg antennas thetransmitting data can be received on the receiving side without fail

antennas, me
All the combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas can also be realized by changing the combinationsequentially even/ time a receiving error is detected on the receiver side or every time a plurality <?lleS

wThoutSiriSHS t

eCeiVef^^US
'

3 Combinatfon ,ree <™ the occurrence of a receding j£ can beTe.eSSwrtnout fail. When data .s successfully received on the receiver side, retransmission of the data is no more conducedThis improves the time utilizing efficiency of data transmission
conducted.

Individual re-transmission on the transmitting and receiving sides can be detected after the re-transmission hasS'SSwW^^ i" theca^ -here detection o, a receiving error and retransmit a™
autornJt
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T
e transmittin9 and receiving antennas can also be realized by changing the combinationsequentially every lime low level receiving is detected on the receiver side or every lime low level receivingTs deSS

SSST' 3
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8 COmbina,i°n 01 "Oh level receivingcZ:£22
In the case where a new transmitter interrupts once orthe transmitter frequently changes one afteranother causinatowered receding level, the antenna switch processing and the response to the transmitter side are
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nati0n °' tranSmit,in9 and reCeiVi"9 antennas is "* cha"9^ unneceslt*

whJ^rZ^T h . °T POSS,ble the adva"ta9e of providing a radio communication apparatusemploys a space drvers.ty method where antennas are switched both on the receiver and transmitter sides toensure good data transmission/receiving even in a complicate radio wave environment
transmitter s,des to

and m2r^nH^Th
3
?
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.

9eS °f the Present inve"tion will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon readingand understanding the followtng deta.led description with reference to the accompanying figures.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 1 according to the present

invention.

s Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 2 according to the present

invention.

Figure 3 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 3 according to the present

invention.

Figure 4 is a flowchart of a transmission program used on the transmitter side in Example 3.

io Figure 5 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 4 according to the present

invention.

Figure 6 is a flowchart of a transmission program used on the transmitter side in Example 4.

Figure 7 is a flowchart of a receiving program used on the receiver side in Example 4.

Figure 8 is a flowchart of a receiving program used on the receiver side in Example 5.

is Figure 9 is a flowchart of a transmission program used on the transmitter side in Example 5.

Figure 1 0 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit on the receiver side of Example 6 according
to the present invention.

Figure 11 is a flowchart of a receiving program used on the receiver side in Example 6.

Figure 1 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit on the receiver side of Example 7 according
20 io the present invention.

Figure 1 3 is a flowchart of a receiving program used on the receiver side in Example 7.

Figure 14 shows a conventional radio communication system where communication is conducted between one
parent station and a plurality of sub-stations.

2S DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention will be described by way of examples with reference to the accompanying drawings as
follows.

30 (Example 1)

Referring to Figure 1, the first example of the present invention will be described. Figure 1 is a block present
invention will be described. Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 1

.

In this example, a terminal unit such as a work station and a shared printer provided with the radio transmission/
35 receiving function used in a radio LAN and the like will be described.

Referring to Figure 1, the terminal unit includes a controller 1 and a temporary memory 2 and a memory 3 which
are connected with the controller 1 via buses. In this example, a CPU (control processing unit), a microcomputer, or

the like is used as the controller 1 . The temporary memory 2 is a volatile memory such as a RAM (random access
memory), while the memory 3 is a nonvolatile memory such as a ROM (read only memory) and a magnetic disk device.

An input device 4 and an output device 5 are also connected with the controller 1 via buses. The input device 4 includes

a keyboard or the like for operation input, an input interface with another device, and the like. The output device 5
includes a display, a printer, an output interface with another device, and the like.

The controller 1 is connected with a parallel/serial converter 6 to allow parallel data to be input into/output from
the controller 1 . The parallel/serial converter 6 converts transmitting data sent in parallel from the controller 1 into serial

45 data arid outputs the serial data, while it converts received data input in serial into parallel data and sends the parallel

data to the controller 1 . The transmitting data output from the parallel/serial converter 6 is sent to a transmit/receive

switch circuit 9 via a modulation section 7a of a modulator/demodulator 7 and a driver 8. The modulation section 7a
of the modulator/demodulator 7 ia a circuit which modulates a transmitting carrier in accordance with transmitting data
and outputs the resultant data as a transmitting signal. The driver 6 is a circuit which adjusts or converts the level of

so the transmitting signal. The transmitting signal sent to the transmit/receive switch circuit 9 is then output outside from
a first antenna 11 or a second antenna 12 via an antenna switch circuit 10. On the contrary, a signal received through

the first antenna 11 or the second antenna 1 2 is sent to a demodulation section 7b of the modulator/demodulator 7 via

tho antenna switch circuit 10, the transmit/receive switch circuit 9, and a receiver 1 3. The receiver 1 3 is a circuit which
adjusts or converts the level of the received signal. The demodulation section 7b of the modulator/demodulator 7

55 demodulates the received signal to obtain demodulated received data. The received data is sent in serial from the

demodulation section 7b to the parallel/serial converter 6.

The transmit/receive switch circuit 9 switches the output of the driver 8 and the input of the receiver 1 3 to connect
one of them to the antenna switch circuit 10. This switching is controlled by a transmit/receive switch signal sent from

5
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the controller 1. The antenna switch circuit 10 switches the first and second antennas 11 and 12 to connect one of
them to the transmit/receive switch circuit 9. This switching is controlled by an antenna switch signal sent from the
controller 1

.
The first and second antennas 1 1 and 1 2 are transmitting/receiving antennas usable both for transmission

and receiving, which are disposed at positions different from each other to effect the space diversity. Thus, at the
transmission of data in which the transmit/receive switch circuit 9 selects the output of the driver 8, the antenna switch
circuit 10 selects one of the antennas to be used as the transmitting antenna. On the contrary, at the receiving of data
in which the transmit/receive switch circuit 9 selects the input of the receiver 1 3, the antenna switch circuit 10 selects
one of the antennas to be used as the receiving antenna.

In the terminal unit with above configuration, the controller 1 directly executes a program stored in the memory 3
or executes a program loaded to the temporary memory 2. Transmitting data and received data are processed in

accordance with direct instructions written in the program or instructions input via the input device 4 during the execution
of the program. Transmitting data and received data are actually processed by the controller 1 which executes trans-
mission/receiving programs stored in the memory 3 or transmission/receiving programs loaded to the temporary mem-
ory 2. In the execution of the transmission/receiving programs, a portion of the temporary memory 2 is used as a buffer
or other work areas as required.

The case where the controller 1 conducts the transmission operation in accordance with the transmission program
will be described. First, the controller 1 sends the transmit/receive switch signal to the transmit/receive switch circuit

9 to connect the output of the driver 8 to the antenna switch circuit 1 0. The controller 1 also sends the antenna switch
signal to the antenna switch circuit 10, if required, to switch the first and second antennas 11 and 12. The controller 1

can also switch the first and second antennas 1 1 and 1 2 at a later stage during the transmission operalbn by sending
the antenna switch signal appropriately. Transmitting data has been stored in the temporary memory 2 or the memory
3 or is input via the input device 4. The controller 1 sends the transmitting data to the parallel/serial converter 6 without
processing or after processing such as data compression. In general, transmitting data is divided into a plurality of
blocks every predetermined length of data, and each block is provided with a redundant code for error detection and
error correction beforo boing sont to the parallcl/sorial converter 6. Tho transmitting data is convortod into serial data
by the parallel/serial converter 6 and then modulated by the modulation section 7a of the modulator/demodulator 7 to
obtain a transmitting signal. The transmitting signal then passes through the driver 8, the transmit/receive switch circuit

9, and the antenna switch circuit 10 to be output from the first or second antenna 11 or 12.

Then, the case where the controller 1 conducts the receiving operation in accordance with the receiving program
will be described. First, the controller 1 sends the transmit/receive switch signal to the transmit/receive switch circuit

9 to connect the antenna switch circuit 10 to the input of the receiver 1 3. The controller 1 also sends the antenna switch
signal to the antenna switch circuit 10, if required, to switch the first and second antennas 11 and 1 2. The controller 1

can also switch the first and second antennas 11 and 12 at a later stage during the receiving operation by sending the
antenna switch signal appropriately. Data received via the first or second antenna 1 1 or 1 2 is sent to the demodulation
section 7b of the modulator/demodulator 7 through the antenna switch circuit 10, the transmit/receive switch circuit 9,
and the receiver 13. The received data is demodulated by the demodulation section 7b and then converted into parallel
data by the parallel/serial converter 6 to be sent to the controller 1 . In general, the controller 1 conducts error detection
and error correction of the received data based on the redundant code attached to each block of the data. The received
data is stored in the temporary memory 2 or the memory 3 without processing or after processing such as data recovery,
and directly handed over to the execution program or output to the output device 5.

The first and second antennas 11 and 12 can be switched during the transmission/receiving operations when an
antenna switch requiring factor occurs, for example, when the same data is re-transmitted on the transmitter side,
when a data receiving error occurs on the receiver side, or when the data receiving level is low on the receiver side.
In such acase, if only the receiving antenna of the terminal unit on the receiver side is switched when a data receiving
error occurs on the receiver side, for example, the resultant effect of the space diversity is just the same as that obtained
conventionally. Accordingly, when an antenna switch requiring factor occurs on either the transmitter side or the receiver
side, it is required to switch both the transmitting and receiving antennas of the terminal units on the transmitter and
receiver sides by allowing the other side to know the occurrence of the factor by itself or by nolice. However, a trouble
arises when an antenna switch requiring factor is shared by the two terminal units and the first and second antennas
11 and 12 are always switched simultaneously on the transmitter and receiver sides. That is, assume that the first

antenna 1 1 has been selected on both the transmitter and receiver sides. When the first antenna 11 is switched to the
second antenna 12 on the transmitter side, the first antenna 11 on the receiver side is also switched to the second
antenna 12. This means that data transmission/receiving through the combination of the first antenna 11 on one side
and the second antenna 12 on the other side is never realized.

The above trouble where the same combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas is repeated unneces-
sarily or a certain combination thereof is never realized can be solved by employing the following method. That is, the
transmission and receiving programs in the terminal units on the transmitter and receiver sides may be programmed
so that, whenever an antenna switch requiring factor occurs, the antennas on the both sides should be switched in

6
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accordance with an antenna switch procedure where four combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas
shown in Table 1 are reali7ed sequentially.

5
Table 1

Transmitting

antenna

Receiving

antenna

Combination 1 first antenna first antenna

Combination 2 first antenna second antenna

Combination 3 second antenna first antenna

Combination 4 second antenna second antenna

Specifically, in the case where the transmitting and receiving antennas are in combination 1 in Table 1, when an
antenna switch requiring factor occurs, the first antenna 11 is switched to the second antenna 12 only in the terminal
unit on the receiver side, while no antenna switching is conducted in the terminal unit on the transmitter side, so as to
realize combination 2. Here, the antenna switch requiring factor is, for example, an increase in the bit error rate. Then,

35 when a next antenna switch requiring factor occurs, the second antenna 12 is switched to the first antenna 11 in the
terminal unit on the receiver side, while the first antenna 11 is switched to the second antenna 12 in the terminal unit

on the transmitter side
: so as to realize combination 3. Combination 3 is switched to combination 4 when another

antenna switch requiring factor occurs, and combination 4 is returned to combinatbn 1 when yet another antenna
switch requiring factor occurs. The antenna switch processing is thus repeated in accordance with this antenna switch

40 procedure. According to this procedure, the number of times of the switching in the antenna switch processing where
the first antenna 11 and the second antennas 12 are switched on at least one of the transmitter and receiver sides is

four, which is equal to the total of the two transmitting antennas and the two receiving antennas. Accordingly, all the
four combinations shown in Table 1 can be realized. The switching described in the above method is performed at a
timing of, for example, a border between adjacent packets of information in time axis.

45 Theahtenria switch processing according to the above antenna switch procedure is conducted in the following
manner. A combination table as shown in Table 1 , for example, is stored in a portion of the temporary memory 2, while
a pointer indicating the current combination in the combination table is stored in another portion of the temporary
memory 2. Whenever the antenna switch processing is conducted, the pointer is shifted by one, and the current com-
bination and the previous combination are compared, to determine whether or not the first antenna 11 and the second

50 antenna 12 should be switched on the transmitter and receiver sides and switch if required.

In order to switch the transmitting and receiving antennas on the transmitterand receiver sides as described above
whenever an antenna switch requiring factor occurs, both the terminal units on the transmitter and receiver sides must
bo informed of the occurrenco of the factor. The transmitting and receiving antennas may be switched independently
on the transmitter and receiver sides without being synchronized. In this case, since the switchings on the transmitter

55 and receiver sides are not synchronous, all the combinations of the first and second antennas 11 and 1 2 can be realized
by shifting the switch timings from each other. Alternatively, the switch periods on the transmitter and receiver sides
may be made different from each other or the antennas only on one side may be switched. In these cases, all the
combinations will be finally realized after repeating the switching even if the switching starts simultaneously on the two

7
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sides, though some combination may appear more often than others. Alternatively, the transmitting antennas of the
terminal unit on the transmitter side may be switched sequentially at predetermined intervals to allow re-transmission
only under such a deteriorated radio wave circumstance that no response to first transmission is received from the
terminal unit on the receiver side. Then, once the transmitting antenna which can receive a response from the receiver
side is selected, only the receiving antennas of the terminal unit on the receiver side can be switched depending on
the receiving level and the like.

Thus, by using the terminal units with the above configuration to transmit/receive data therebetween, not only the
first and second antennas 11 and 12 as the receiving antennas of the terminal unit on the receiver side, but also the
first and second antennas 11 and 12 as the transmit antennas of the terminal unit on the transmitter side can be
switched. Accordingly, a variety of combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas can be realized, compared
with a terminal unit employing the conventional space diversity method where only the transmitting or receiving anten-
nas on the transmitter or receiver side are switched. This makes it possible to transmit/receive data in a complicate
radio wave circumstance, as well as increasing the possibility of better data transmission/receiving in a same radio
wave circumstance.

Moreover, since the transmitting and receiving antennas are switched in accordance with a predetermined antenna
switch procedure, it is assured that all the four combinations of the two transmitting antennas and the two receiving
antennas disposed on the transmitter and receiver sides, respectively, can be utilized to achieve the space diversity.

All the four combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas can also be realized when the transmitting and
receiving antennas are switched on the transmitter and receiver sides independently from each other, though some
combinalion(s) may appear twice or more before all the combinations appear.

In the first example shown in Figure 1 , the detection of the bit error rate and the reception error can be performed.

(Example 2)

2S
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35
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45
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Referring to Figuro 2, the socond example of tho present invention will bo described. Figure 2 is a block diagram
showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 2.

In Example 2, a specific configuration of the terminal unit for conducting the antenna switch processing in accord-
ance with the antenna switch procedure described in Example 1 will be described. Components having the same
functions as those in Example 1 shown in Figure 1 are denoted by the same reference numerals, and the description
thereof is omitted.

In Example 2, the temporary memory 2 of each of the terminal units on the transmitter and receiver sides includes
a switch count area 2a for storing the number of times of switching and a switch interval area 2b for storing a switch
interval value. The switch count stored in the switch count area 2a corresponds to the number of times of the antenna
switch processing executed in the transmission or receiving program due to the occurrence of an antenna switch
requiring factor. When the transmission/receiving is conducted only between two terminal units of the same type, the
switch counts on the transmitter and receiver sides are increased simultaneously. The switch interval values stored in

the switch interval areas 2b on the transmitter and receiver sides are constants set differently, which are loaded from
the memory 3 and the like. In general, it is appropriate that the switch interval value is set at "1 " on one side, while on
the other side it is set at a value equal to the number of antennas disposed on the different side. In this example,
therefore, the value is set at '1

" on the receiver side and *2" on the transmitter side.

When an antenna switch requiring factor is detected and the antenna switch processing is executed, the trans-
mission and receiving programs in the terminal units on both sides are programmed to increment the switch count in

the switch count area 2a and read the switch count as well as the switch interval value in the switch interval area 2b.
Only when the remainder of the switch count divided by the switch interval value is "0' (mod [modulo] operation), the
antenna switch signal is sent to the antenna switch circuit 10 to switch the first and second antennas 11 and 1 2.

With the above configuration, the switch interval value on the transmitter side is set at "2", while that on the receiver
side is set at "1

". Assuming that the first antennas 1 1 are initially selected as the transmitting antenna and the receiving
antenna on the transmitter and receiver sides, the transmission and receiving programs in the terminal units on the
transmitter and receiver sides are programmed to conduct the antenna switch processing as shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2

Transmitter side Receiver side

55

Antenna switch

processing

Switch count mod 2 Transmitting antenna Switch count mod 1 Receiving antenna

Initial state first antenna first antenna

First 1 mod 2 = 1 first antenna 1 mod 1 = 0 second antenna
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Table 2 (continued)

Transmitter side Receiver side

5

Antenna switch

processing

Switch count mod 2 Transmitting antenna Switch count mod 1 Receiving antenna

Second 2 mod 2-0 second antenna 2 mod 1 - 0 first antenna

Third 3 mod 2 = 1 second antenna 3 mod 1 = 0 second antenna

10
Fourth 4 mod 2 = 0 first antenna 4 mod 1 = 0 first antenna

In the first antenna switch processing, the transmission program on the transmitter side calculates 1 mod 2=1,
that is, calculates the remainder of the switch count "1" divided by the switch interval value "2" and obtains "1". Ac-
cordingly, the antenna switch signal is not sent to the antenna switch circuit 10. On the contrary, the receiving program

1S on the receiver side calculates 1 mod 1 = 0 and obtains '0". Accordingly, the antenna switch signal is sent to the antenna
switch circuit 10 to allow the first antonna 11 to be switched to the socond antenna 12. In the subsequent antenna
switch processings, as in the first processing, the remainder of the switch count divided by the switch interval value is

calculated, and the first and second antennas 11 and 12 are switched to each other only when the calculation result
is "0". The result of this procedure is as shown in Table 2, where the first and second antennas 11 and 12 are switched

20 every other antenna switch processing on the transmitter side, while they are switched ©ve/yantenna switch processing
on the receiver side. After the antenna switch processing is executed four times, all of the four combinations of the
transmitting and receiving antennas shown in Table 1 have been realized. When the switch count is a multiple of "4"

as the fourth antenna switch processing, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas returns to the
initial state where the first antennas 11 are selected on both sides.

2s Thus, according to this example, whenever the antenna switch processing is executed due to the occurrence of
an antenna switch requiring factor, the terminal units on the transmitter and receiver sides calculate the remainder of
the switch count divided by the switch interval individually and determine whether or not the first and second antennas
11 and 12should be switched. Accordingly, it is ensured that all of the four combinations of the two transmitting antennas
and the two receiving antennas can be realized. Moreover, since the antenna switch procedure is determined only by

30 the switch count and the switch interval value stored in the switch count area 2a and the switch interval area 2b,
respectively, it is not necessary to store a combination table as shown in Table 1 . Thus, the temporary memory 2 can
be effectively used especially in the case where three or more antennas are disposed for each terminal unit.

According to the antenna switch procedure described above, all of the four combinations of the transmitting and
receiving antennas can be realized by executing the antenna switch processing four times even in the case where the

3S initial states of the transmitting and receiving antennas are different and the case where the switch count values on
the transmitter and receiver sides are different.

(Example 3)

40 Referring to Figures 3 and 4, the third example of the present invention will be described. Figure 3 is a block
diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 3. Figure 4 is a flowchart of a transmission program
used on the transmitter side in this example.

In Example 3, a specific example of an antenna switch requiring factor which may occur in the terminal unit of
Example 2 will be described. Components having the same functions as those in Examples 1 and 2 shown in Figures

4S 1 and 2 are denoted by the same reference numerals, and the description thereof is omitted.
In this example, the case where same data is repeatedly re-transmitted by a predetermined number of times

through sequentially.changed combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas will be described. This means
that an antenna switch requiring factor occurs every re-transmission. Referring to Figure 3, the temporary memory 2
of each of the terminal units on the transmitter and receiver sides includes a re-transmission count area 2c for storing

so the number of times of re-transmission, a re-transmission upper limit area 2d for storing a re-transmission upper limit
value, and the switch interval area 2b for storing the switch interval value. The ra-transmission count stored in the re-
transmission count area 2c corresponds to a value obtained by counting the number of times of retransmission of
same data. The re-transmission counts on the transmitter and receiver sides are always the same. In this example,
since the antenna switch processing is executed every re-transmission, the re-transmission count is substantially the

55 same as the switch count. The re-transmission upper limit stored in the re-transmission upper limit area 2d is a constant
shared by the transmitter and receiver sides, indicating the number of times of transmission allowed for same data. In
this example, the re-transmission upper limit is set at "4" because the number of combinations of the transmitting and
receiving antennas is 4. The setting of the switch interval value stored in the switch interval area 2b is as described in
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Example 2.

Referring to Figure 4. the procedure of the transmission program in the terminal unit on the transmitter side willbe described At the start of transmission, the re-transmission count in the re-transmission count area 2c is initialized
to 0 (step SI). Transmitting data is transmitted (step S2). incrementing the re-transmission count to "1" (step S3)Then, as the antenna switch processing, the remainder of the re-transmission count divided by the switch interval value
.n he switch interval area 2b is calculated (step S4). If the remainder is -0\ the antenna switch signal is sent to theantenna switch circuit 10 to switch the first and second antennas 11 and 12 on the transmitter side (step S5) If thereminder is not 0", the transmitting antenna is not switched. In this example, since the switch interval value on the
transmitter side is set at -2". the switching of the transmitting antenna is conducted every other antenna switch process-
ing of the steps S2 and S3. Thereafter, the re-transmission count and the re-transmission upper limit in the re-trans-m.ss.on upper limrt area 2d are compared (step S6). If the re-transmission count has not reached the upper limit theprocess returns to step S2 to re-transmit the same transmitting data. When the same transmitting data is transmitted
four times by repeating the steps S2 through S6. the re-transmission count reaches '4" which is equal to the re-trans-mission upper limit in step S6. Then, the transmission operation is terminated

The terminal unit on the receiver side conducts a receiving operation similar to the above-described transmission
operation The re-transmission count is increased every lime the data is received. The receiving antenna is switchedbetween the first and second antennas 11 and 12 depending on the calculation result of the remainder of the re-transmission count divided by the switch interval value. Since the switch interval value on the receiver side is set at
1 in this example, the receiving antenna is swiiched every antenna switch processing. Accordingly, every time sameransm.Uing data is re-lransmiUed. the combination ol the transmitting and receiving antennas cnangessequentiallyrom the initial state through the state at the third antenna switch processing shown in Table 2. Thus rt is possible totransmit same data through all the four combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas

Thus, according to this example, same transmitting data is re-transmitted fourtimes in accordance with the antennaswitch procedure as described in Example 2. It is therefore possible to transmit/receive same data through all thecomb.nat.ons of the four transmitting and receiving antennas. This makes it possible for the terminal unit on the receivers.de to select data wrth the best receiving conditions among four same data repeatedly received or to synthesize datarom a plurality of received data appropriately. Thus, effective received data which is significant less influenced byfading can be obtained even under a complicate radio wave circumstance
In the case where the transmitting data is divided into a plurality of blocks before being transmitted, the operationshown in Frgure 4 can be conducted for eve* block. In Figure 4. the antenna switch processing (steps S4 and S5) is

£> * !k T V
'

6 Processin9 in s,eP 86 ™* ,ol,ow immediately after the fourth transmission in stepS2 to terminate the transm.ss.on operation. In this case, though the initial state of the transmitting and receiving an-tennas changes at the next transmission operation, no trouble will arise.
The antenna switch processing was executed every re-transmission. Alternatively, it may be executed every time

re-transmission is repeated a plurality of times.
«.uiW Bvery iime

(Example 4)

40

45

SO

SS

Referring to Figures 5 to 7, the fourth example of the present invention will be described. Figure 5 is a block diagramshowing the conf.gurat.on of a terminal unit on the receiver side of Example 4. Figure 6 is a flowchart of a transmissionprogram on the transmitter side. Figure 7 is a flowchart of a receiving program on the receiver side
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ample °f an anten"a 8WitCh requirin9 ,actor "^V in terminal unit ofExample 2 will be described. Components having the same functions as those in Examples 1 and 2 shown in Fiaures

1 and 2 are denoted by the same reference numerals, and the description thereof is omitted
In this example, the case where the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas is changed only whenan recerving error occurs on the receiver side to re-transmit same data will be described. In this example thereforean antenna switch requiring factor occurs every time data is re-transmitted due to a receiving error. The hardware

configuration of the terminal unit on the transmitter side is the same as that shown in Example 3. Referring to Figure
5 the temporary memory 2 of the terminal unit on the receiver side includes a receiving error count area 2e for storingthe number of recerving errors and the switch interval area 2b for storing the switch interval value. The receiving errorcount stored in the receiving error count area 2e corresponds to the number of times counted every time an uncorrect-
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COiVed and determined as a receiving error. The setting of the switch interval valuestored in the switch interval area 2b is as described in Example 2.
In general in digital data transmission, an error detection code and an error correction code are attached to trans-

mrtting data before the data is transmitted. A receiving program on the receiver side is programmed to detect an errorm the receded data and correct it. as required, based on these redundant codes. When the detected error is uncor-
rectable, the terminal un.t on the receiver side recognizes it as an receiving error and sends a response indicating the
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error to the transmitter side, requesting re-transmission of the same data. The terminal unit on the transmitter side re-

transmits the data only upon receipt of the response indicating an error from the receiver side. The case where data

has not reached the receiver side due to failure in receiving the data can also be treated as the receiving error If no
redundant code is attached to transmitting data, the receiving error arises only in the case of failure in receiving data.

s The receiving error count is therefore counted simultaneously with the re-transmission count in the re-transmission

count area 2c shown in Figure 3 on the transmitter side, and the receiving error count and the re-transmission count

are substantially the same as the switch count in Example 2. The response from the receiver side itself may include

an error. In general, therefore, the transmission program on the transmitter side is programmed to re-transmit same
data when no response indicating success in receiving data is received from the receiver side. When the response

10 from the receiver side includes an error as described above, the receiving error count on the receiver side and the re-

transmission count on the transmitter side may become different from each other In this example, the re-transmission

upper limit in the re-transmission upper limit area 2d shown in Figure 3 is used to terminate the transmission operation

abnormally. Accordingly, though the upper limit value may be set at "4" corresponding to the number of combinations
of the transmitting and receiving antennas as in Example 3, it may also be set at a value larger than "4".

is Referring to Figure 6, the procedure of the transmission program in the terminal unit on the transmitter side will

be described. At the start of transmission, the re-transmission count in the re-transmission count area 2c is initialized

to "0" (step S11). Transmitting data is transmitted (step SI 2) and then a response from the receiver side is waited for

(step SI 3). If a response indicating success in receiving the data is received from the receiver side, the transmission

of the current transmitting data is terminated. If a response indicating a receiving error is received from the receiver

20 side or no response indicating success in receiving the dala is received within a predetermined period of lime, the re-

transmission count is increased by '1
" (step S14), and then the re-transmission count and the re-transmission upper

limit are compared (step S15). If the re-transmission count has not reached the upper limit, the remainder of the re-

transmission count divided by the switch interval value is calculated as the antenna switching processing (step S16).

If the remainder is "0". the transmitting antenna is switched (step S17). If the remainder is not "0", the transmitting

25 antenna is not switched. In this example since the switch interval value on tho transmitter side is sot at "2", tho trans-

mitting antenna is switched every other antenna switch processing. Then, the process returns to step S1 2 to re-transmit

the same data, and the processings in steps S12 to S17 are repeated until a response indicating success in receiving

the data is received from the receiver side. If the re-transmission count reaches the re-transmission upper limit, the

transmission operation is terminated abnormally, concluding that any combination of the transmitting and receiving

30 antennas will cause a receiving error or that too many receiving errors are found. In the case where the transmitting

data is divided into a plurality of blocks before being transmitted, the operation shown in Figure 6 can be conducted
for every block.

Referring to Figure 7, the procedure of the receiving program in the terminal unit on the receiver side will be
described. First, after the receiving error count in the receiving error count area 2e is initialized to "0" (step S21), the

35 transmitted data is received (step S22), and the receiving result is examined (step S23). If the data is successfully

received, a response indicating the success is sent to the transmitter side (step S24). The process returns to step S21
to initialize the receiving error count and waits for next data transmission (step S22). Even if data is consecutively

transmitted from the same terminal unit, the control of the antenna switch processing with the receiving error count is

no more required. Accordingly, the receiving error count is initialized at this point to be ready for transmission from
40 other terminal units.

If it is determined that a receiving error has occurred in step S23, a response indicating failure in receiving the

data is sent to the transmitter side, requesting re-transmission of the same data (step S25). Simultaneously, the re-

ceiving error count is increased by "1
" (step S26). Then, the remainder of the receiving error count divided by the switch

interval value is calculated as the antenna switching processing (step S27). If the remainder is
m0m

, the receiving antenna
45 is switched in response to the antenna switch signal (step S28): If the remainder is not "0", the receiving antenna is

not switched. In this example, since the switch interval value on the receiver side is set at "1", the receiving antenna
is switched every antenna switch processing. Then, the process returns to step S22 to wait for re-transmission of the

same data, and the processings in steps S22 to S28 are repeated until the re-transmission is successful. When the

re-transmission is successful, the process waits for next data transmission in step S22.
so in the above transmission and receiving operations, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas

is sequentially changed with the antenna switch processing every time data is re-transmitted due to the occurrence of

a receiving error. Thus, as in Example 2, all the combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas can be realized

when the antenna switching processing has been repeated four times. Therefore, according to this example, if a com-
bination of the transmitting and receiving antennas which can provide a radio wave condition where no receiving error

55 occurs exists among the four combinations, this combination can be selected without fail to effect data transmission/

receiving free from an error. In Example 3, re-transmission was repeated for a predetermined number of times regard-

less of the radio wave condition. This reduces the time utilizing efficiency of data transmission. In this example, however,
re-transmission is terminated once a combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas free from the occurrence
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In this example, the antenna switch processing was executed every occurrence of a receiving error Alternative^
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Alternatively.

(Example 5)

Referring to Figures 8 and 9. the fifth example of the present invention will be described. Figure 8 is a flowchart

In Examp e 5, still another example of an antenna switch requiring factor which may occur in the terminal unit ofExample 2 w,l. be descnbed. Components having the same functions as those in Examples ^ and 2 shoZ n Figu^
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at least onetime and have been re-transmitted, the switch count is increased by "1 * (step S43). The successful reception

can be detected by receiving a response from the reception side. The response is governed by a communication

protocol used. In general, a packet indicating the successful reception is sent from the reception side to the transmission

side. The successful reception can be determined by receiving this packet. Then, the remainder of the switch count

divided by the switch interval value is calculated as the antenna switching processing (step S44). If the remainder is

'0°, the transmitting antenna is switched (step S45). If the remainder is not "0°, the transmitting antenna is not switched.

In this example, since the switch interval value on the transmitter side is set at "2", the transmitting antenna is switched

every other antenna switch processing of the steps S42, S43 and S44. After the antenna switch processing is complete,

the transmit operation is terminated.

In the above transmission and receiving operations, if a receiving error has occurred and data has been re-trans-

mitted, it is detected after the data has been re-transmitted, and the combination of the transmitting and receiving

antennas is sequentially changed with the antenna switch processing every time the re-transmission is detected. Thus,

as in Example 2, all the combinations of the transmitting and receiving antennas can be realized when the antenna
switching processing has been repeated four times. In this example, however, detection of a receiving error and re-

transmission of data are automatically conducted by the parallel/serial converter 6 and the like independently from the

transmission and receiving programs. Accordingly, the antenna switch processing is executed only once for each trans-

mission/receiving operation. The combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas cannot be sequentially

changed unless transmission/receiving is continuously conducted between the same terminal units. For this reason,

as shown in Figure 8, when the antenna switch processing is executed (steps S35 and S36), the receiving program
on the receiver side is programmed to wail for next data transmission in step S32 without initializing the switch count.

Similarly, when data is transmitted to the same terminal unit, the transmission program on the transmitter side is pro-

grammed to transmit data without initializing the switch count.

Thus, according to this example, if a combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas which can provide a
radio wave condition where no receiving error occurs exists among the four combinations, this combination can be
selected without fail to effect data transmission/roceiving frco from an error. Moreover, unlike Examplo 4, ovon in a
system using a communication protocol where detection of a receiving error and re-transmission of data are automat-
ically conducted, effective antenna switch processing can be executed without the necessity of detection of a receiving

error and re-transmission of data in the transmission and receiving programs.

In this example, the antenna switch processing was executed every occurrence of a receiving error Alternatively,

it may be executed every time a plurality of receiving errors have occurred.

(Example 6)

Referring to Figures 10 and 11, the sixth example of the present invention will be described. Figure 10 is a block

diagram showing the configuration of a terminal unit of Example 6. Figure 11 is a flowchart of a receiving program on
the receiver side.

In Example 6, still another example of an antenna switch requiring factor which may occur in the terminal unit of

Example 2 will be described. Components having the same functions as those in Examples 1 and 2 shown in Figures

1 and 2 are denoted by the same reference numerals, and the description thereof is omitted.

In this example, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas is changed when the receiving level

on the receiver side is low. The hardware configuration of the terminal unit on the transmitter side is the same as that

in Example 2 shown in Figure 2. Referring to Figure 1 0, a temporary memory 2 of the terminal unit on the receiver side

includes a low level receiving count area 2f for storing a low level receiving count and the switch interval area 2b for

storing the switch interval value. The low level receiving count stored in the low level receiving count area 2f corresponds
to the( number df-times of the detection of low level received data. This detection is accomplished by detecting the

~

signal level and the like of received data in the demodulation section 7b of the modulator/demodulator 7. The detection

result is sent to the controller 1 as a receiving level signal. The detection of low level receiving is announced to the

transmitter side, which therefore becomes a common antenna switch requiring factor on both the transmitter and re-

ceiver sides. Accordingly, the low level receiving count on the receiver side is increased simultaneously with the incre-

ment of the switch count on the transmitter side, and the values of the two counts are substantially the same. The
setting of the switch interval value stored in the switch interval area 2b is as described in Example 2.

Referring to Figure 11, the procedure of the receiving program in the terminal unit on the receiver side will be
described. First, after the low level receiving count in the low level receiving count area 2f is initialized to "0" (step S51 ),

data is received (step S52), and the receiving level is examined (step S53). If the receiving level is not low, the process

returns to step S51 to initialize the low level receiving count and waits for next data transmission (step S52). Even if

data is consecutively transmitted from the same terminal unit, the control of the antenna switch processing with the

low level receiving count is no more required. Accordingly, the low level receiving count is initialized at this point to be
ready for transmission from other terminal units.

13
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address is changed to the address of the transmitter of the current received data (step S65). Then, the process returns

to step S62 to initialize the low level receiving count and waits for next data transmission (step S63). The low level

receiving count is initialized for the same reason as described in Example 6.

If the receiving level is determined to be low in step S64, whether or not the source address is a dummy is examined
5 (step S66). If the low level data is the first received data, the source address is a dummy. Thus, the source address is

changed to the address of the transmitter of the current received data as in step S65 (step S67). Then, a response
indicating the receipt of low level data is sent to the transmitter (step S68), and simultaneously the low level receiving

count is increased by "1
' (step S69). Then, the remainder of the low level receiving count divided by the switch interval

value is calculated as the antenna switching processing (step S70). If the remainder is "0", the receiving antenna is

10 switched (step S71 ). If the remainder is not "0", the receiving antenna is not switched. In this example, since the switch
interval value on the receiver side is set at "1", the receiving antenna is switched every antenna switch processing.
After the completion of the antenna switch processing, the process returns to step S63 to wait for next data transmission.

If the level of data received after the change of the source address in step S67 is determined to be low, the source
address for the data will be determined as not dummy in step S66. Accordingly, for all received data which are deter-

is mined NO in step S66, whether or not the stored source address and the source address of the currently received data
are identical to each other is examined, (step S72). If they are identical, i.e., if data received from the same transmitter

is determined low again, the response to the transmitter (step S68), the increment of the low level receiving count (step

S69) : and the antenna switch processing (steps S70 and S71) are executed as described above. The process then
returns to step S63 and waits for next data transmission. Thus, when the level of data received from the same transmitter

20 is determined low consecutively, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas is sequentially changed
with the antenna switch processing. Accordingly, a combination with which the receiving level is not tow can be selected
among the four combinations without fail, if such a combination exists.

If data is received from a different transmitter and the level of the data is determined k>w
: the source address of

the currently received data is determined to be different from the stored source address in step S72. In this case, the
2S stored source address is replaced with the source address of the currently received data without oxocuting the antenna

switch processing (step S65). Then, the process returns to step S62 to initialize the low level receiving count and waits
for next data transmission (step S63). Thus, when the transmitter changes, the antenna switch processing is not ex-

ecuted when received data from the new transmitter is determined low first. Instead, the combination of the transmitting

and receiving antennas used last time for the previous transmitter is retained. This procedure is advantageous in such
30 a case that data from the new transmitter lasts only once and subsequently data from the previous transmitter follows.

Data from the previous transmitter can be received without repeating the antenna switch processing. When data from
the new transmitter is received in succession and determined low consecutively, the stored source address and the
source address of currently received data are determined identical to each other in step S72. Then, the antenna switch
processing is executed to select a combination suitable for the new transmitter.

35 Thus, according to this example, as far as the transmission/receiving is conducted between the same terminal

units, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas is sequentially changed with the antenna switch
processing every time low level receiving data is detected as in Example 6. Accordingly, if a combination of the trans-

mitting and receiving antennas which can provide a radio wave condition where the receiving level is not low exists

among the four combinations, this combination can be selected without fail to effect better data transmission/receiving.
40 When the transmitter is changed, the antenna switch processing is not executed for the first data receiving trom the

new transmitter even when a low level is detected in the data. Thus, in the case where a different transmitter interrupts

once or the transmitter frequently changes one after anoth er, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas
will not be changed unnecessarily.

In this example, the antenna switch processing was executed every time low level receiving from the same trans-
45 mitter is detected. Alternatively, it may be executed every time low level receiving from the same transmitter is detected

a plurality of times.

In Examples 1 to 7, the two antennas 11 and 12 were switched therebetween. It is also possible to configure to

conduct the switching among three or more antennas without substantially changing the configuration described above.
In Examples 2 to 7, the switch interval values on the transmitter and receiver sides were set at "2" and M \ respectively.

so However, they can be set at any appropriate values depending on the number of antennas and other conditions. For
example, the switch interval values on the transmitter and receiver sides may be set at

m4 m and "2", respectively. In

such a case, the combination of the transmitting and receiving antennas is changed every other antenna switch process-
ing. Thus, all of the four combinations will bo realized after the antenna switch processing has been oxecuted eight

times. In Examples 2 to 7, the transmitting and receiving antennas were switched when the remainder of a certain

55 count value divided by the switch interval value is "0". Any value of the remainder can also be used as far as it is less

than the switch interval value.

The switch count area 2a, the switch interval area 2b, the re-transmission count area 2c, the re-transmission upper
limit area 2d, the receiving error count area 2e, the low level receiving count area 2f , and the source address area 2g
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antennas and the receiving antennas simultaneously or either one of the transmitting antenna switch circuit and
the receiving antenna switch circuit switches the transmitting or receiving antennas and a switch count correspond-
ing to the number of times of switching is equal to a product of the number of transmitting antennas and the number
of receiving antennas, all combinations of the transmitting antennas and the receiving antennas realized by all of
the switching are different from one another, and

the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further comprises receiving antenna switch means
for executing an antenna switch processing by controlling whether or not the receiving antennas are switched by
the receiving antenna switch circuit and which receiving antenna is selected in accordance with the antenna switch
processing.

4. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 1 , wherein each of the radio communication appa-
ratuses on the transmitter side and the receiver side further comprises switch count means for counting the number
of times of switching conducted by both the transmitting antenna switch circuit and the receiving antenna switch
circuit simultaneously or by one of the antenna switch circuits,

the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side further comprises transmitting antenna switch
means for executing an antenna switch processing by allowing the transmitting antenna switch circuit to switch
the transmitting antennas in a predetermined order only when a remainder of the switch count counted by the
switch count means on the transmitter side divided by a predetermined transmission switch interval value, and
the radio communication apparalus on the receiver side further comprises receiving antenna switch means
for executing an antenna switch processing by allowing the receiving antenna switch circuit to switch the
receiving antennas in a predetermined order only when a remainder of the switch count counted by the switch
count means on the receiver side divided by a predetermined receiving switch interval value.

5. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 3, whoroin tho radio communication apparatus on
the transmitter side further comprises re-transmission means for transmitting data repeatedly for a predetermined
number of times, and the transmitting antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing every time
the data is transmitted, and

the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further comprises received data synthesizing means
for selecting or synthesizing effective received data from a plurality of received data every time data is received a
plurality of number of times, and the receiving antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing
every time the data is received.

5. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 4, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the transmitter side further comprises re-transmission means for transmitting data repeatedly for a predetermined
number of times, and the transmitting antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing every time
the data is transmitted, and

the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further comprises received data synthesizing means
for selecting or synthesizing effective received data from a plurality of received data every time data is received a
plurality of number of times, and the receiving antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing
every time the data is received.

r

. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 3, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the transmitter side further comprises re-transmission means for re-transmitting previously transmitted data when
a response indicating detection of a receiving error is received from the radio communication apparatus on the
receiver side or a response indicating success in receiving the data is not received, and the transmitting antenna
switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the re-transmission means re-transmits the transmit-
ted data, and

the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further comprises receiving error detection means
for detecting a receiving error of received data and response means for sending a response to the radio commu-
nication apparatus on the transmitter side through radio communication when the receiving error detection means
detects a receiving error or when the data has been successfully received, and the receiving antenna switch means
executes the antenna switch processing every time tho receiving error detection means detects a receiving error.

. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 4, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the transmitter side further comprises re-transmission means for re-transmitting previously transmitted data when
a response indicating detection of a receiving error is received from the radb communication apparatus on the
receiver side or a response indicating success in receiving the data is not received, and the transmitting antenna

17
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switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the re-transmission means re-transmits the transmit-
ted data, and

the radio communication apparatus on the receiver side further comprises receiving error detection means
tor detecting a receiving error of received data and response means for sending a response to the radio commu-
nication apparatus on the transmitter side through radio communication when the receiving error detection means
detects a receiving error or when the data has been successfully received, and the receiving antenna switch means
executes the antenna switch processing every time the receiving error detection means detects a receiving error.

9. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 3, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the receiver side further comprises re-transmission receiving detection means for detecting that received data is
re-transmitted data, and the receiving antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the
re-transmission receiving detection means detects that the received data is re-transmitted data, and

the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side further comprises re-transmission detection
means for detecting that transmitted data has been successfully received by re-transmission, and the transmitting
antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the re-transmission detection means detects
success in transmitting data by re-transmission.

10. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 4, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the receiver side further comprises re-transmission receiving detection means for detecting that received data is
re-lransmilled data, and Ihe receiving anlenna switch means executes the anlenna switch processing when the
re-transmission receiving detection means detects that the received data is re-transmitted data, and

the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side further comprises re-transmission detection
means for detecting that transmitted data has been successfully received by re-transmission, and the transmitting
antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the re-transmission detection means detects

25 succoss in transmitting data by re-transmission.

11. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 3, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the receiver side further comprises receiving level detection means for detecting a receiving level of received data
and response means for sending a response to the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side through
radio communication when the receiving level detection means detects a low receiving level, and the receiving
antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the receiving level detection means detects
a low receiving level, and

the transmitting antenna switch means of the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side executes
the antenna switch processing when a response indicating detection of a low receiving level from the radio com-
munication apparatus on the receiver side is received.

12. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 4, wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the receiver side further comprises receiving level detection means for detecting a receiving level of received data
and response means for sending a response to the radio communication apparatus on the transmitter side through
radio communication when the receiving level detection means detects a low receiving level, and the receiving
antenna switch means executes the antenna switch processing when the receiving level detection means detects
a low receiving level, and

the transmitting antenna switch means of the radio communication apparatus On the transmitter side exe-
cutes the antenna switch processing when a response indicating detection of a low receiving level from the radio
communication apparatus on the receiver side is received.

1 3. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 1 1 , wherein the radio communication apparatus on
the receiver side further comprises source address memory means for storing an address of a transmitter of pre-
viously received data and antenna switch withholding means for instructing the receiving antenna switch means
to withhold the execution of the antenna switch processing and instructing the response means to withhold the
sending of the response to the transmitter side when an address of a transmitter of currently received data is
different from the source address stored in the source address memory means.
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14. A pair of radio communication apparatuses according to claim 1 2, wherein the radio communication apparatus on

the receiver side further comprises source address memory means for storing an address of a transmitter of pre-
viously received data and antenna switch withholding means for instructing the receiving antenna switch means
to withhold the execution of the antenna switch processing and instructing the response means to withhold the
sending of the response to the transmitter side when an address of a transmitter of currently received data is
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different from the source address stored in the source address memory means.

1 5. A transmitter/receiver apparatus for transmitting data in transmit mode and receiving data in receive mode through

radio communication by a space diversity method involving switching between a plurality of antennas, the appa-
$ ratus having:

transmitting means comprising a transmission circuit for conducting data transmission and a transmitting an-

tenna switch circuit for selecting a transmitting antenna among a plurality of transmitting antennas for trans-

mitting radio waves and connecting the selected transmitting antenna to the transmission circuit, and
10 receiver means comprising a receiving circuit for conducting data receiving and a receiving antenna switch

circuit of selecting a receiving antenna among a plurality of receiving antennas for receiving radio waves and
connecting the selected receiving antenna to the receiving circuit.

16. A transmitter/receiver apparatus according to claim 15 including a common plurality of antennas and mode switch
is means operable in response to a transmit/receive switch signal to selectively connect the transmission circuit or

the receiving circuit to a common antenna switch circuit in accordance with the selected mode of operation of the

apparatus, said common antenna switch circuit acting as the transmitting antenna switch circuit in the transmit

mode and as the receiving antenna switch circuit in the receive mode, and said common plurality of antennas

acting as the transmitting antennas in the transmit mode and as the receiving antennas in the receive mode.
20
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